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In *Considerations on Representative Government*, John Stuart Mill argues against the secret ballot on the grounds that voting is a trust, not a right. Mill willingly concedes that ‘Secrecy is justified in many cases, imperative in some, and it is not cowardice to seek protection against evils which are honestly avoidable’. Nonetheless, he maintains, secrecy in voting should be the exception rather than the rule, and he seems to have believed that, even in his day, the dangers of coercion were sufficiently diminished to justify public elections in England.

This paper examines Mill’s arguments. It shows that Mill’s conception of the franchise has the unfortunate effect of erasing significant differences in power and responsibility between voters and legislators and, thus, between ordinary citizens and their leaders. Although it makes sense to think of elected representatives as holding their powers on trust, it seems peculiar to think of the voters who elected them as trustees, too. Consequently, this paper argues, we do better to think of voting as a right, albeit one whose exercise may properly be constrained by duties to others. The idea of voting as a right by itself does not imply that voting should be secret. However, the reasons to reject Mill’s conception of voting, and the sharp public/private distinction it implies, highlight the importance of privacy to democratic politics. Hence, I conclude, we should reject the assumption, which many of us share with Mill, that the secret ballot is justified only on prudential grounds and, with it, the idea that we generally can, and should, distinguish the public and private elements of voting.

Mill’s arguments against the secret ballot are presented in chapter 10, ‘Of the Mode of Voting’ in *CoRG*. As Mill says, these are, in part, simply transcriptions of his
arguments in *Thoughts on Parliamentary Reform* (1859). I will, therefore, concentrate on his arguments as they are presented in *CoRG*, which was published in 1861. Although Mill argued for women’s suffrage on the grounds that ‘difference of sex’ is ‘as entirely irrelevant to political rights as difference in height or in the colour of the hair’, he followed the convention, standard until recently, that the masculine pronoun can be used to refer to women, as well as men. So, when Mill refers to voters as men, or as ‘he’, we should be aware that he means also to cover women.

Unless otherwise stated, ‘right’ for the purposes of this paper means ‘moral right’, rather than ‘legal right’, and refers to what we are entitled to, whether or not the law recognizes and protects that entitlement. This is how Mill appears to be using the term, in chapter 10, as we will see. I am not altogether sure that this is how he uses the word ‘right’ in other parts of the book – for example, in chapter 8, where he claims that ‘Men, as well as women, do not need political rights in order that they may govern, but in order that they may not be misgoverned’. (315) But as it is the argument in chapter 10 that principally concerns us, I think this simplifying assumption is justified and helpful. I should also note that Mill often uses the word ‘ballot’ for what we would call the ‘secret ballot’.

A. Mill’s arguments against the Secret Ballot

According to Mill, the trouble with the secret ballot is that it encourages people to think of voting as a right rather than a trust. They are, therefore, likely to feel that they may vote as they please, whereas Mill believes that they ought to be voting solely with
considerations of the public good in mind. Voting is a trust, according to Mill, because voting grants power over others, as well as over oneself. Because it is a trust, it must be exercised solely with the public interest in mind. ‘His vote is not a thing in which he has an option; it has no more to do with his personal wishes than the verdict of a juryman. It is strictly a matter of duty; he is bound to give it according to his best and most conscientious opinion of the public good’. (324) However, Mill believes, that ‘the interpretations which he [a voter] is almost sure to put upon secret voting is that he is not bound to give his vote with any reference to those who are not allowed to know how he gives it; but may bestow it simply as he feels inclined’. (325) Consequently, he concludes, voting should be presumed to be public, and the secret ballot justified only as an exception to this rule.

It is an empirical question whether or not the institution of secret voting would lead people to interpret the vote as a right, rather than a trust, and consequently to feel free to use it for selfish, rather than public-spirited, ends. I must admit to some scepticism about this claim, given how many people think that they have a duty to vote and, sometimes, to vote one way rather than another. However, I do not propose to pursue the matter further. The force of Mill’s concern, here, depends on the premise that ‘In any political election, even by universal suffrage (and still more obviously in the case of a restricted suffrage), the voter is under an absolute moral obligation to consider the interest of the public, not his private advantage, and give his vote, to the best of his judgment, exactly as he would be bound to do if he were the sole voter, and the election depended upon him alone’. (325 – 6) It is, therefore, the idea that voting is a trust, and
that that trust can only be exercised properly by ignoring one’s self-interest, that constitutes the heart of Mill’s case against the secret ballot.

*Voting as a Trust*

Mill thinks of voting as a trust or ‘public duty’ and claims that ‘it is at least a *prima facie* consequence that the duty of voting, like any other public duty, should be performed under the eye and criticism of the public; every one of whom has not only an interest in its performance, but a good title to consider himself wronged if it is performed otherwise than honestly and carefully’. (326) The idea of voting as a trust, therefore, is meant to be different from the idea that one can have duties to vote, or to vote one way rather than another. It seems to imply that the duties one has are public rather than private, a consequence of one’s citizenship, rather than of one’s personal situation, beliefs and interests. It also seems to imply that we have a duty to benefit those for whom we are trustees, to act on their behalf. Again, this is more specific, and potentially more demanding, than the idea that we have to consider the interests of other people when voting.

There are, though, several difficulties with the idea of voting as a trust, at least as Mill develops the notion. I will briefly describe the problems, and then examine them each more fully. The first, is that the idea of voting as a trust seems to make non-voting the norm, or baseline, against which political rights and duties are to be judged. By contrast, democratic theory assumes that all competent adult citizens are entitled to vote, and to do so without special justification or duties. The second problem is that Mill’s conception of voting erases the very significant differences in power and authority
between citizens and legislators, and wrongly assumes that standards of accountability and publicity that are appropriate for the latter are justified for the former. Finally, it is hard to make sense of the idea of voting as a trust to other people who are also voters – as Mill appears to do. So, while we may have a variety of duties to others – to those who preceded and will succeed us, as well as to our contemporaries and those who are not compatriots – the idea of voting as a trust seems confused and confusing when applied to fellow voters. Taken together, these difficulties with Mill’s idea of voting, I believe, suggest that we should replace the idea of voting as trusteeship with the idea of voting as a right, albeit one that may be hedged by a variety of duties to others.

Voting as a baseline for citizenship

Mill believes that ordinary citizens, no less than legislators, are carrying out a public duty or trust when they vote. Hence, in all but exceptional circumstances, citizens and legislators should vote in public, just as publicity should normally be expected when they carry out any other public acts or duties. Without publicity, it can be hard, if not impossible, to secure accountability. So, Mill supposes, citizens ought not to find it any more peculiar to vote publicly than to deliberate and vote openly with each other as members of a jury.

There is something appealing about the idea that voting, like jury service, is the exercise of a public duty, and that exclusion from a share in these duties can be a badge of shame, or of stigma. But while we have no right to be part of a jury – although one may well have a right against unfair exclusion from it - it is hard not to think of voting as a right to which all adult citizens are entitled. As Mill says, ‘…it is a personal injustice to
withhold from any one, unless for the prevention of greater evils, the ordinary privilege of having his voice reckoned in the disposal of affairs in which he has the same interest as other people’. (302) 7 We can imagine legitimate forms of justice that do not involve jury systems – even if we believe that the former are preferable to the latter. By contrast, legitimate governments that lack universal suffrage are likely to be exceptional - at least from a democratic perspective - and are presumptively illegitimate until proven otherwise.

On this view of what constitutes legitimate government, voting is one of the rights that define what it is to be a citizen, just as military service, and jury duty, in countries with juries, are defining examples of the duties of citizenship. People can have a duty to obey the law and to pay taxes without being a citizen. They can hold considerable socio-economic power and political influence without being a citizen. However, one of the rights that illustrate the differences between citizens and non-citizens in democratic societies – perhaps, the defining example of such a right – is the right to vote in elections to the legislature.

The difficulty with Mill’s idea of voting as a public trust, then, is that it seems to make non-voting the baseline against which the rights and duties of citizens are judged, so that the demand for publicity in voting appears a natural concomitant of holding a special position or responsibility. By contrast, once we expect all adult citizens to have a vote, the idea that voting implies a special position, with special duties and constraints on its exercise, appears far more problematic. I do not want to say that one could not come up with some democratic reconstruction of Mill’s idea of voting as a public trust. 8 The point, for now, is simply this: that the idea of voting as a trust is hard to square with a
democratic notion of citizenship, in part because it seems to make non-voting the baseline against which regulations, and expectations, of the right to vote are judged.

*Voting and the differences between citizens and legislators*

The second difficulty with Mill’s conception of voting as a trust is that it erases the real differences in power between citizens and legislators, and implies that the same standards of publicity and accountability are appropriate to each. Thus, Mill claims, ‘Exactly in proportion as the vote of the elector is determined by his own will, and not by that of somebody who is his master, his position is similar to that of a Member of Parliament, and publicity is indispensable’. Mill insists throughout chapter 10 on the idea that voting confers power over others, but he gives no clear sense of what that power consists in.

Such power as electors have is largely limited to the time between one election and another. It is, therefore, temporally very limited – as Rousseau saw – and legally limited only to the ability to accept or reject a candidate as one’s representative. It does not extend to power over other aspects of candidates’ lives – who they marry, where they live, what car they use, what occupation they otherwise hold – although, of course, the desire to be elected puts pressure on candidates who face competition for positions to make themselves agreeable, inspiring and electable.

Above all, the power that electors have is contingent on the way that other electors vote, and this is likely to prove a very serious limitation on their power, whether as regards candidates or as regards fellow voters. Mill’s belief that voters should act as though they are the sole voter in any election illustrates the problem.
intended to encourage serious and sincere voting, it merely highlights what, by now, is evident to many voters, as well as to political scientists: that most of the time our votes are so inconsequential that it is a good question why any of us bother to vote at all!

By contrast, legislators have very considerable, though still limited, powers over electors. The position of legislator, in representative governments, requires the legislator to represent the interests of those people who elected him or her, and to make binding decisions on their behalf. Not only are legislators more powerful than electors, while in office, but they are also answerable to the latter for how they have used their powers. So, while legislators may not be able to exercise much power unless acting in conjunction with other legislators, the powers that they are able to exercise in this way are very considerable.

Moreover, it is easier for legislators to organize themselves, and to act collectively, than it is for most citizens, simply because they are likely to be relatively few in number, easy to identify and to contact, familiar with the tools of organizing, and aware of the advantages of doing so. Indeed, simply being elected as a legislator gives one access to information, salaries, public and private buildings that would otherwise be unavailable; and it is likely to confer various types of respect and honour that one would otherwise lack. So, the idea that voters should meet the same standards of publicity and accountability as legislators seems to be based on a serious overestimation of the power and responsibilities of the former, and a striking indifference to the special powers and responsibilities of the latter.12
Finally, it is hard to know on whose behalf we should be voting, or for whom we are trustees, on Mill’s picture of voting. At no point does Mill mention duties to foreigners, when arguing against the secret ballot, or clarify how far the public interest that we are to serve extends beyond our compatriots, and a generation or so of these. On the contrary, Mill gives the impression that ‘the public’, for whom the voter is responsible, is primarily composed of fellow electors – at least under universal suffrage (3225-6). However, we normally hold trusts for people who cannot act on their own behalf – so the idea that we are trustees for our fellow electors seems perverse. Mill is sensitive to the ways that different electoral systems can give voters different – and, in his view, arbitrary and unjustified – powers over each other. But the solution to that problem, he implies, is to adopt some form of proportional representation. (ch. 7) At all events, Mill’s genuine concern about the different weight of formally equal votes does not figure in his arguments against the secret ballot. Thus, there is something puzzling about the importance that Mill attaches to the idea that voting is a trust because ‘the exercise of any political function, either as an elector or as a representative, is power over others’ (324).

Rejecting Mill’s Claim that Voting is a Trust

There are, then, several difficulties with Mill’s arguments against the secret ballot, because his idea of voting as a trust is difficult to square with democratic conceptions of citizenship. However, it would be premature to reject Mill’s case against the secret ballot on these grounds, because we may be able to capture at least some of Mill’s worries about the secret ballot while accepting the more familiar notion of voting as a right. Although Mill was generally careful not to refer to voting as a right, because of what he thought the term implied, I think we can safely reject Mill’s assumptions about rights,
without fundamentally altering his arguments against the secret ballot. As I will show, voting can be a right without it following that we are entitled to vote in whatever way we wish. Consequently, I will suggest, the question whether or not the secret ballot is justified cannot be resolved solely by deciding that voting is a right, rather than a trust.

_Voting as a Right_

Mill avoided talk of voting as a right, even though he clearly thought that people could be entitled to vote, and that they could be wrongly, or unjustly, denied the vote. (315, 324) In part, this was because he thought that voting gives voters power over others, and denied that people could have a right to such power. But he also seems to have believed that if voting is a right, people are entitled to vote however they please. So, he urged, if voting is a right, ‘if it belongs to the voter for his own sake, on what ground can we blame him for selling it, or using it to recommend himself to any one whom it is his interest to please?’ (324)

However, the idea that voting is a right need not have the implications that Mill supposes. Legally, of course, it may not be possible to prevent people voting in ways that they should not but, morally, there is nothing in the idea of a right to vote which prevents us from condemning people who sell their votes, or use them with reckless indifference to the lives and interests of others. We are familiar with this idea when it comes to free speech. People often disagree about the extent to which legal limits on speech are justified by moral considerations, just as they disagree about the nature and weight of the latter. In general, though, no one thinks that the reasons why you are entitled to speak your mind also entitle you to deceive or demean others; to incite people to crimes of
various sorts; or to speak so imprudently and recklessly that you put other people’s lives in danger – the proverbial ‘crying fire in a crowded theatre’.\textsuperscript{14}

Familiar objections to Nozick’s claims about property rights help to illustrate and explain the difficulties of Mill’s view.\textsuperscript{15} Without belabouring the point too much, most rights – and, certainly, all important ones – are really a bundle of rights, rather than a single claim to do something. Quite how we define that bundle – in terms of the differences between claims, liberties, immunities, and privileges, for example, or in terms of the extent and weight of that right compared to other rights, or to various duties – is generally a matter of interpretation, and not something one can deduce from conceptual analysis of the term ‘right’.\textsuperscript{16} So, one might adopt the idea that if voting is a right one is entitled to sell one’s vote, just as one might adopt Nozick’s idea that if one owns one’s talents, one should be free to sell their use (or, even, oneself) to the highest bidder. However, the idea of a right to vote, a right to property or, indeed, a right \textit{tout court}, does not requires us to adopt these ideas. On the contrary, there are good reasons to reject them, on the ground that they undermine the plausible and attractive idea that rights - moral or legal - are largely justified by the (legitimate) interests that they protect.\textsuperscript{17}

The idea that there are inalienable rights is a familiar one. An example of such a right might be the right against torture. Not everyone agrees that there are inalienable rights, or that the right against torture is one of them. Nonetheless, it makes perfect sense to suppose that our interests in not being tortured are so strong and of such moral (or political) importance that people ought not to be able to renounce them. That being so, the idea that people may not sell their vote is consistent with the idea that voting is a right, albeit a right that people should be able to renounce, though not sell.
If these arguments are correct, we can reject Mill’s reasons for thinking that voting is a trust, rather than a right. In fact, while Mill seems to have believed that the arguments against secret voting turn on the idea that voting is a trust, I think we can reject that idea, as well. It is likely that we have duties to others as voters, including duties to promote the public good. However, those duties help to explain why secrecy in voting is generally justified for citizens, though not for legislators. Thus, I will argue, whether we look at voting as a right, or at the duties which plausibly constrain it, we should reject Mill’s conclusion that citizens have a duty to disclose, and to defend, their electoral choices to their fellow citizens.  

B. Voting as a Right and the Secret Ballot

Self-Protection and the Right to Vote

According to Mill, people are entitled to vote because they are entitled to protect themselves, ‘but only against treatment from which he is equally bound, so far as depends on his vote, to protect every one of his fellow-citizens’. (324) However, it seems likely that people are entitled to protect themselves from threats that other people are incapable of suffering. So, this conception of our right to self-protection and, therefore, the vote, seems too narrow. Moreover, it also seems likely that people are entitled to protect themselves even if they are unwilling to protect other people – as long as they are not actively threatening them. As third parties, we may lack a duty to help those who, for no good reason, are unwilling to help others. But to suppose that an unwillingness to help other people – reprehensible though this may be – deprives one of a right to protect oneself, looks far too strong.
Mill, here, is trying to assimilate a right to vote to a duty to vote, by linking one’s claims to self-protection to a duty to protect other people. But this is unpersuasive. My claims to protect myself, quite plausibly, entail like claims for others. What is unclear is why my claims to protect myself entail a duty to help others to protect themselves - and Mill provides no argument in support of this claim. This matters to Mill’s arguments against the secret ballot: for these turn, centrally, on the idea that I am fulfilling a public duty when I vote – and it is implausible that I am doing any such thing when I vote to protect myself. The plausibility of Mill’s objections to the secret ballot, therefore, turns on his ability to assimilate justified self-interest in voting to a duty to vote on behalf of others.  

If we are entitled to vote, Mill rightly assumes that we generally have the necessary abilities to use the vote to protect ourselves. This precludes paternalist, or authoritarian, arguments for public voting on the grounds that we do not know our own interests, and so need help in voting correctly. We need public voting, Mill assumes, because we are less motivated and knowledgeable about the public interest than our own. By linking our entitlement to protect ourselves to a duty to protect others, Mill seems to have thought that he could treat all voting as though it were voting for the public good and, therefore, on his arguments, properly conducted in public. However, if we are entitled to vote to protect ourselves, it is hard to see how voting can be public without falling into the sorts of paternalist and authoritarian assumptions that would undermine our claims to vote to begin with.

Mill’s contrast between secret voting in private clubs, which he endorses, and in general elections, which he condemns, is illuminating. Mill claims that one reason why
secret voting in a club is unobjectionable ‘is that it does not necessarily or naturally lead to lying. The persons concerned are of the same class or rank, and it would be considered improper in one of them to press another with questions as to how he had voted. It is far otherwise in parliamentary elections, and it is likely to remain so, as long as the social relations exist which produce the demand for the ballot; as long as one person is sufficiently the superior of another to think himself entitled to dictate his vote’. (325)

There are at least two problems here. First, while it is true that some people presume that they are entitled to dictate how others vote, there is no need for us to condone their presumption by endorsing public voting over the secret ballot. Secondly, it is distinctly peculiar to suppose that the evil of lying, when faced by such presumption, is worse than the presumption itself. Mill’s contrast between private clubs and public elections, then, helps to bring out the deeply inegalitarian assumptions of the case for public voting. That case turns on mistrust of ordinary voters, and confidence in their self-appointed tutors.

The latter is sufficiently objectionable to undermine the case for public voting, I think, even if one is pretty sceptical about the knowledge and behaviour of most voters. However, it is unclear how much, or what, information voters ought to know in order to make an informed choice among candidates. A good deal, presumably, depends on who the candidates are, and in what ways they differ from each other. But as long as candidates are free to publicize their own merits, and the supposed demerits of their opponents, and as long as voters have access to a variety of sources and types of information about candidates, and matters of public policy, it is unclear what could justify public voting.
Mill’s case for public voting implies that we may force people to participate in a public tutorial, in which they have to state and defend their political beliefs, and to listen and respond to countervailing arguments. It is very hard to see how this can be reconciled with a commitment to the freedom and equality of citizens, or with Mill’s own justification of representative government.

**Self-development and the Right to Vote**

As Mill recognizes, people want to be able to vote not merely to prevent misgovernment, but so that they, too, might govern. He supposes that the vote is important primarily for the former reason, but recognizes that the latter, too, has a place in explaining why people who are capable of self-government should be able to govern themselves. The question, therefore, is what attention to these interests implies about the justification of the secret ballot.

People are entitled to vote, in part, because of the challenge and satisfaction that comes from self-government. The interest in voting, here, is decidedly personal, or self-regarding, to use the language of *On Liberty*. This interest in self-development is consistent with the argument that, in voting, we should try to identify and pursue the public interest, because the pleasures and challenges of representative government are likely to depend on our ability to identify and to pursue ends that are not our own. However, it does not therefore follow that voting should be public, rather than private.

To see the problem, we need simply to consider what would justify forcing people to tell us how they have voted, or intend to vote. We might say that we doubt that they have really understood the public good, or that they have chosen the right candidate,
given their notion of the public good. We might be right. But unfortunately for Mill’s argument, all that shows is that some people have failed to promote, or fully to realise, their interests in voting. This no more entitles us to know how they have voted, than it entitles us to force them to discuss their religious beliefs with us. People’s religious, as well as political, beliefs may be erroneous in ways that harm, rather than promote, their interests. But absent special reasons to suppose that they are incapable of looking after themselves, we are no more entitled to know how they have voted – even if it affects us – than we would be to prevent them from voting in the first place.

When we consider voting as a right, then – whether in terms of self-protection, or more broadly – it looks as though Mill’s case for public voting fails. It fails, because if voting is justified primarily by the interests of the voter in voting, there are good reasons why people should be able to keep their votes secret, if they so wish. These reasons are, essentially, anti-paternalistic and anti-authoritarian. Against a background of freedom of expression and political competition, civil liberties and protections for personal privacy, people can always ask each other for advice, if they want it, and seek information to improve their voting, should they so desire. These civil, political and personal liberties mean that there are a variety of ways to promote considered and informed voting, without forcing people to defend their political choices to anyone who is interested in them. Should people choose to disclose their votes, and the reasons behind them, they are free to do so. They may even broadcast this information from the treetops – at least metaphorically – and will be free to urge their own example as an example to others. In those circumstances, it is hard to see why ordinary voters should be forced to report and defend their political decisions. So, the presumption must be that citizens are entitled to
keep their vote secret, whether or not they are concerned about coercion, corruption and intimidation.

C. Duties to Vote and the Secret Ballot

Private Duties and the Secret Ballot

People have a right to vote because they have legitimate interests in voting, and these cannot be reduced to duties to others, as we have seen. Still, we all also have a variety of duties that should affect the way we vote and, even, whether or not we vote. For example, we may have duties of solidarity and concern for the helpless, impoverished and poor in our countries, and abroad, and these duties may not simply arise because of our duties as citizens, but because of supranational and sub-national ties to others. That is, we may have special duties to the poor of our religious or ethnic communities, in addition to duties based on our citizenship and out of concern for human rights. We may have duties to protect the environment, promote justice, and more specific duties of care to family members, loved ones, and friends. Again, some of these may be duties based on ties of citizenship, but others may follow from both broader and more specific sources of duty. We generally accept that these sorts of duty can, and ought, to constrain our self-interested behaviour, including self-interested voting. The two questions we need to consider, however, are (1) Can such duties properly determine our votes, and (2) If voting based on these duties is justified, should voting be public, rather than private?

Mill is happy to recognise that people have a variety of duties, which cannot be reduced to a duty to pursue the public interest. However, he assumes that it would be wrong for us to base our vote on such duties. Mill never says so explicitly, but it is
perfectly clear that he assumes that we should only vote on duties that we share as citizens, and those duties, he believes, are duties to pursue the public good. In a minute we will consider whether or not it is true that the only duties we share as citizens are duties to pursue the public good. For now, however, the question is what justification, if any, there might be for voting on what Mill would class as ‘private’ rather than ‘public’ duties.

Private duties, on Mill’s view, are duties that we are genuinely entitled to pursue, within the normal constraints that dictate moral action more generally. However, he assumes that it would be wrong to determine our vote on this basis, because such duties do not arise from, or necessarily reflect, our citizenship, and the duties that follow from it. When it comes to voting, as to other public activities such as serving on a jury, fulfilling military duties, paying taxes and so on, Mill assumes that we must set aside private concerns – whether self-interested or no – in order to act out of concern for our country, and our fellow citizens.

It is possible that Mill would have agreed that because some religious and moral beliefs require pacifism, conscientious objection should be permissible in the case of war. But whether or not he would have allowed such qualifications to the duties of citizenship, he would have had little sympathy for the idea that our religious beliefs should affect our willingness to pay tax, to serve on juries, or to vote. This is partly because his admiration for religion was highly qualified but, more importantly, because he thought that public duties are important, and properly determine our conduct when the common good is at stake.
Many of us will share Mill’s assumptions, to some degree. Few people suppose that our duty to pay taxes should depend on the religion we affirm; and while, perhaps, there is general support for tolerating those whose conscientious convictions preclude jury service, or voting – or, indeed, anything other than the most minimal contact with the modern state – such cases are generally understood to be rare and, potentially, controversial exceptions to general rules.  

Should we agree, then, with Mill that it would be wrong to vote on these private duties, rather than on the public interest? The answer, I think, is ‘no’. Some, though not all, of these duties are likely to be of great, perhaps supreme, importance in the lives of those who hold them; and it can matter enormously to their beneficiaries whether or not they are fulfilled. Religious duties, for example, are not all of a piece, and do not always have an earthly beneficiary; however, fulfilling them can be of utmost importance in people’s lives. Likewise, it can be of the utmost importance, to oneself and to others, to stop massacres, wars, famine and torture. Such duties can, quite rightly, prove weightier than our self-interest, the interest of our loved ones, and other duties that we owe. It would be arbitrary and dogmatic to suppose that these otherwise overriding reasons for action could never be more important than public duties. Indeed, there are at least two circumstances where it would be reasonable for our personal duties to determine our vote.  

The first is where the candidates for our vote – be they parties or individuals – are pretty similar in their likely consequences for the public good, so that considerations of the public interest give us no reason to vote one way rather than another.  

In a system with the sort of proportional representation and national lists that Mill espoused, such circumstances might be less common than they would be under a two-party system with a
single non-transferable vote. Mill clearly favoured voting systems that maximized the number of ways in which the public good could be defined and pursued – although, the difficulty of such systems is that voters may have little idea how their representatives will vote once they are legislators (ch. 7). Still, it is clear that voting systems can affect how much choice one has, as a voter, over how to think of the public good. It seems fair to suppose, then, that where considerations of the public good are indeterminate, private duties should be decisive. However, the extent of the resulting permission to vote on private, rather than public, duties will depend on the electoral system of each country.

A second justification for putting private duty ahead of public interest is if we believe the latter adequately protected by all candidates, so that we are free to vote based on pressing personal duties. For example, we may believe it of the utmost moral urgency to stop a particular war or massacre, to prevent the spread or deployment of nuclear weapons, to do something to stop AIDS, poverty, starvation, global warming and so on. Even though voting to prevent those evils means that we can only secure an adequate, rather than the best, candidate from the perspective of the common good, such voting may be justified, given our conscientious convictions. In short, we may feel bound to subordinate the national interest, or common good, to our other duties, when deciding how to vote. Provided that the national interest is adequately protected, it is hard to see why our fellow citizens should be entitled to complain of such behaviour, or consider such voting immoral.

We generally have a variety of ways, other than our votes, in which we might promote the causes we believe in, or fulfill our duties, as we see them. So, it is important to recognise that it can be wrong for people to vote based on personal, rather than public,
duties. It is, doubtless, controversial when, if ever, concern for the latter should take precedence over the former. However, it seems likely that even if we are sometimes entitled to put private duties above public ones, we are not always entitled to do so.

What, all things considered, we have a duty to do depends not only on the relative importance of our different duties, but on the types of action we are contemplating. The differences between voting, supporting a charity, demonstrating, going ourselves to help, and so on, are thus likely to have some role in determining the relative weight of our different duties at election time. So, we may conclude that, as a general rule, preventing nuclear war, helping the starving in Africa, or pursuing the national interest should determine our vote. Nonetheless, we may rightly believe that there are circumstances in which the differences between voting and other types of action requires us to alter this rule, and vote on a different conception of what we are morally bound to do.

Mill, it seems, would deny that this is possible. But it is not obviously immoral to suppose that the national interest is sometimes less morally urgent than other things we have a duty to pursue, and that our vote should be given in ways that reflect these moral priorities. At all events, as I have tried to show, you do not have to be indifferent to the claims of public duty to hold such a position. On the contrary, you may believe that, most of the time, national interest properly determines your vote, because the different candidates are about the same on the matters of utmost importance.

If these arguments are convincing, private duty, as well as self-preservation and self-development, can properly determine our votes, on occasion. But, even if Mill is wrong about private duty, he may still be right to believe that voting should be public.
After all, we are here considering duty-based voting, and even if these are not the same types of duty that Mill had in mind, as long as we are concerned with duties, rather than rights to vote, the arguments for public voting may be persuasive. The question, then, is ‘is publicity the price we should pay in order to vote on our private duties?’

Again, I think, the answer must be ‘no’. If people are entitled to vote on private duty, in preference to public interest, they are entitled to do so whether or not other people agree with them. There is, therefore, no justification for conditioning this entitlement on a willingness to submit to the judgement of others. This argument, of course, does not apply to those who wrongly sacrifice public good to personal duty. As a practical matter, it is impossible to have a rule whereby only those about to vote wrongly are forced to reveal their voting intentions. Nonetheless, we might think, were such a rule possible, it would be justified, and would provide some evidence for the view that voting should be public.

The arguments for public voting are, clearly, stronger in the case where someone would wrongly vote on private duty, rather than public interest. Even here, however, the case for mandatory publicity is weak. The problem, in part, is that publicity in this case unavoidably exposes people to public humiliation, shame and censure for mistaking their moral duty.

As a general matter, democracies are chary of exposing people to humiliation and shame, even when they have been exposed as criminals, and carefully circumscribe the forms of public censure to which people are exposed. Public shame and humiliation threaten our ability to see and treat each other as equals.26 Though some citizens, having
broken the law, may justly be subject to punishment, whereas others are due public 
gratitude, recognition and reward, these moral differences are not so great that we should 
deny the former citizenship, or grant the latter special political powers.

Some modern democracies, it is true, believe that those who have committed 
serious crimes should be denied the vote more or less permanently – and Mill agrees with 
these restrictions. Nonetheless, in modern, as opposed to classical, democracies, people 
no longer believe that heinous crimes justify stripping their perpetrators of their 
citizenship, or forcing them into exile. Indeed, modern democracies no longer feel the 
need to give exceptionally virtuous people special political powers. There are a variety 
of reasons for these changes, including differences between modern and ancient ideas 
about punishment, entitlements to citizenship and, importantly, to political justification.

Given these changes, it is hard to justify mandatory public voting in order to 
preempt morally wrongful voting. The risk of unjustified humiliation, even in cases 
where the voting was, or would have been, wrongful, makes publicity very hard to 
justify. When, in addition, we consider that publicity is not necessary to secure informed 
voting, and is not guaranteed to secure morally desirable voting, either, the case for 
publicity is further weakened. It is dealt a fatal blow once we consider how unlikely it is 
that any of us are actually harmed if people mistakenly vote on their private duties, rather 
than the public interest, and how small any harm is likely to be. Most people’s votes are 
not critical to an election. Despite Mill’s injunction, there is no reason why they – or we – 
should deceive ourselves about the likely effect that any one individual can have by 
voting.
This means that there is no justification for mandatory publicity in voting, even when people are likely to mistake their duties. It is wrong to force people to disclose their moral failings when there is almost no chance that their behaviour seriously harmed anyone, and when such disclosure likely entails public shame and humiliation. It punishes confusion about the relative weight of our duties to vote with great severity, although it is doubtful that moral failings in such cases are especially serious, particularly harmful, or even very common. To punish such moral errors so severely is, therefore, inconsistent with the equality of individuals. So, even if we set aside concerns that mandatory public voting might undermine people’s freedom, because of its chilling effects on voting, we would have to reject mandatory publicity on the grounds that it is inconsistent with equality amongst voters, and between voters and other people.

So, it seems, the case for public voting fails because there is no justification for public voting if people vote as they ought; and public voting is unjustified as a form of deterrence or punishment for those who failed to do so. As we will see, mandatory public voting is no more justified if we look at voting based on public, rather than private, duties. One of the difficulties with Mill’s case against the secret ballot is its assumption that we can draw a neat line between the public and the private, and safely locate all voting in the former. But, as we have seen, ordinary citizens lack the power and responsibilities of legislators. It is quite possible that it is legislators, rather than ordinary citizens, who are likely to be bribed and intimidated into voting one way, rather than another. Nonetheless, it is citizens, and not legislators, who are entitled to keep their political convictions and decisions to themselves.

*Public Duty and the Secret Ballot*
Mill believed that voters should have the greatest choice possible amongst candidates and, therefore, conceptions of the public good. His case for public voting assumes that people will be able to reach agreement on a conception of the public good that is freestanding, or independent of people’s private moral beliefs. Publicity, vibrant political competition, and direct challenges to the beliefs of candidates and voters alike are essential to discover the public interest, according to Mill, and to counter the corrosive and blinkering effects of self-interest.

Political competition and freedom of expression can, indeed, have these beneficial effects. However, political debate and competition can generate more heat than light, intensify mutual suspicions and solidify rifts, especially when people believe that their failure to reach agreement can only be explained by the ignorance, selfishness and obstinacy of those involved. Indeed, this is all too likely to be a problem if, with Mill, you assume that intelligent, sincere and well-motivated voters ought to agree on what the common good requires.

‘Reasonable pluralism’ is the term Joshua Cohen coined for the many ways in which informed, well-meaning and conscientious people might think about matters of ultimate moral and political importance. It means that there is almost certainly no single conception of the public good on which voters can be expected to agree if, as is likely in a society that protects their freedom and equality, they hold different and mutually incompatible views about what is of ultimate importance in life.

In these circumstances, mandatory public voting is likely only to intensify and harden social divisions, recriminations and misunderstandings. There is no reason why
people should be able to understand and sympathize with each other’s moral views and
predicaments when, apart from their citizenship, they may be perfect strangers, with very
little in the way of shared experiences, language or morality. We see the problem
everyday. Whether the socio-political divides are based on class, geography, sex, race,
religion or - as is commonly the case- some combination of these, a few thoughtless
remarks, let alone deliberately incendiary ones, can expose seemingly unbridgeable gulfs
between one group of citizens and another. It is one thing to require those in power, or
those who seek political office, to learn to live with the difficulties created by our shared
citizenship, and often irreconcilable values, interests and experiences. It is quite another
to suppose that citizens, however timid, inarticulate, and uncertain, ought to have to
shoulder these burdens in order to vote. 29

If people are entitled to vote only if they are willing to submit to each other’s
criticism, many people will be unjustifiably deterred from voting. Who votes, it seems
likely, will depend on how likely we are to have other people who are interested in our
political intentions; on whether or not our views are familiar, bland and conventional
enough to pass unchallenged; and on whether or not we have the good fortune to have the
right demeanour, appearance and words to convince others that we are trustworthy, right-
thinking and safe. Needless to say, this is not a recipe for freedom and equality amongst
citizens, nor for the informed and self-critical political engagement that Mill desired.

The first problem, then, with Mill’s arguments for mandatory voting is that there
may simply be insufficient common ground to justify forcing people publicly to state and
defend their views of the common good. The second problem is that, even if they can
agree, this agreement provides no warrant for the view that mandatory voting is justified.
Agreement on the public good is not ruled out by reasonable pluralism. However, the latter means that our conceptions of the public good – whether in harmony or not – are dependent on our conscientious convictions about matters that we are generally entitled to keep to ourselves.

As long as you are not responsible for coercing or intimidating your children, it is no business of anyone else whether you believe that arranged marriages are infinitely preferable to ones that children arrange for themselves. As long as you do not promote racial hatred, deny people jobs, or otherwise mistreat them, it is no body’s business if, in your heart-of-hearts, you believe that you are a racially superior being. Which, if any, of our personal convictions, suspicions, interests and actions end up playing a role in national (or local) elections depends not only on us, in a democracy, but on other people. Hence, many of our most deeply held beliefs may have little role to play in determining what is for the common good – at least when it comes to voting. The point, however, is that whether or not they do so, people ought to be able to elect their government without having to defend themselves, their view of the world, or their conscientious convictions to anyone who asks.

By contrast, legislators, and others with special political powers, ought to provide the information that is necessary to establish whether or not they are doing their job. Mill is quite clear that representatives should not be bound to vote on the interests of their constituents, or of their party, no matter what. They must be free to develop their own considered conceptions of the public good, to urge these on other people, and to change them, if they prove mistaken. If one holds a less individualistic view of the duties of representatives and legislators, the need for transparency, publicity and accountability
amongst legislators becomes even more acute. Party discipline, procedural rules, the complexity of government and the necessarily significant gaps between elections, all make it hard for voters to know what their representative has done, with what justification, and with what consequences. Of course, there can be justified forms of secret deliberations and voting amongst legislators, in part because secrecy may be required in order to treat some matters with the frankness and freedom they deserve. Nonetheless, publicity in voting should be the rule amongst legislators, in order to ensure that legislators will be unable to manipulate, coerce and bribe other people.

Finally, the duty of citizens is not exhausted by the duty to vote for the common good. On the contrary, as citizens we may all have duties that require us to curtail the pursuit of national advantage, and collective ends that we would otherwise be justified in pursuing. Some of those duties are owed to fellow citizens – to those who are poor, disabled, victims of prejudice and injustice, for example. As citizens we may owe these fellow citizens special consideration and a first priority on collective resources. Such duties are not best thought of as duties to advance the public good. If anything, they are constraints on how we can define the public good, and the ways in which we might pursue it. Likewise, we may have duties that, collectively, we owe to foreigners, such as duties to repair injustices that our country caused, and from which it benefited; duties of aid and refuge; duties of reciprocity and so on.

People can legitimately disagree about the content and weight of these different duties. That much is evident from debates over what reparations, if any, are due to descendants of those who suffered from the slave trade, from imperialism, and from the Holocaust. But it is perfectly reasonable to claim that people owe duties to others as
citizens, and that these duties are not reducible to a duty to pursue the common good of their compatriots. I rather doubt that Mill would have objected to the claim that such duties exist. However, the problem of evaluating the relative duties of citizens in this case, like the difficulty of determining what is for the common good, or deciding whether or not private duties should take precedence over the national interest illustrates, once again, the problems of mandatory public voting.

D. Conclusion

I have argued that whether we look at the right to vote, or the duties that may properly constrain it, the presumption should be that voters are entitled to keep their votes to themselves. They are entitled to do so not simply to avoid coercion, or to prevent bribery, but because protection for the privacy of individuals reflects various democratic ideas about the nature and duty of citizens. It reflects, I have argued, the idea that most adult citizens should be able to elect their governments, and are entitled to do so, without showing that they have any special qualifications, merits or competences. Conversely, the idea that legislators are required to vote publicly, while citizens are not, reflects the idea that differences of power and responsibility entail suitably different standards of publicity and accountability. Whether or not publicity is better than secrecy at preventing the coercion or corruption of legislators, the requirement that legislators be accountable to those they govern means, as Mill believed, that legislators should be expected to vote publicly, although there might have to be the odd exception to that rule.

Finally, I have argued that democracies are concerned not only with the freedom of citizens, but with their social standing, and ability to see and treat each other as equal
and responsible adults. Mandatory public voting, I have argued, undercuts these concerns in two ways. First, it necessarily exposes people to the risk of public humiliation and shame, whether for misinterpreting their own interests, misidentifying their duties, or for weakness of will in voting as they ought. Secondly, it rests on the assumption that voters cannot be trusted to take voting seriously unless faced with the prospect of public scrutiny and interrogation about their political intentions, beliefs and interests. Not only is this assumption condescending and rude, but its likely consequences are to favour the presumptuous, thick-skinned, confident and socially advantaged over everyone else.

This is not to deny that people may have duties to vote, and to vote for public-spirited, rather than selfish reasons. If it would be wrong to expect informed and conscientious voters to agree on how to pursue the public good, or even if there is one, it would equally be wrong to suppose that our duties as citizens amount only to this. So, even if we doubt that there is a single identifiable public good in most modern societies, it does not follow that people lack duties to vote in one way or another or even, on occasion, duties to vote in the first place.

I have emphasized the marginal weight that most voters have in any election, and thus the relatively trivial harms that are likely to flow from the votes of any particular voter. However, organization and coordination amongst voters can alter the balance of power in an election, can help to shape the political agenda and choice of candidates itself and, for good and bad, can change the political landscape in a country quite dramatically. Voters, then, can participate in the competitive, persuasive, and policy-setting aspects of politics, albeit in rather minor roles compared to professional politicians of various sorts. In so doing, they may fulfill a variety of personal, and civic, duties.
Such participation commonly requires voters to make their views public, and to defend them – sometimes to hostile strangers and, often, to supposedly sympathetic, but often critical, allies. In so far as we have duties to participate in political debate and competition on our own behalf and on behalf of others, therefore, Mill is right to suppose that our political duties entail some loss in privacy. However, as one voter amongst others, I have argued, we are entitled to resist efforts to engage us in political debate, and to fend off questions about out intentions, beliefs and interests.

Consequently, I conclude, Mill was wrong to believe that we can neatly separate the personal and political in a democracy and, with it, the private and public. Voting, of any sort, Mill assumed, falls on the public side of a public/private line, because voting is a trust, and because it involves the exercise of power over others. Voting should, moreover, be carried out in a public spirit, according to Mill, with the aim of furthering the public good. Hence, for Mill, the personal must be kept firmly at bay in politics, and mandatory public voting, for citizens and legislators alike, is designed to ensure just that.

But that is not the way things work, nor the way that they should work, if we want our societies to be democratic. Whether or not voting is public or private, whether or not it forbids or permits secrecy, depends on the type of voting that we are concerned with: the powers it involves and confers; the responsibilities it presupposes and grants; and the likely consequences of publicity and secrecy for the freedom and equality of individuals.

Likewise, there is no definitive spirit, or motivation – whether public or private – that follows, or should follow, from the fact that the purpose of some elections is to constitute a legitimate government. From some perspectives self-preservation is, as Mill
thought, a largely personal matter. From others, it is fundamentally political – affecting women’s rights to fight back against abusive husbands; to withhold consent to sex; and to have access to safe, legal and effective contraception and abortion. \(^{30}\) In short, Mill’s conception of public duty and public rights, it now seems clear, rests on the mistaken assumption that a sharp distinction between the public and private is necessary to, and will help to secure, the freedom and equality of citizens.

That assumption, we now know, is mistaken, and its likely consequences are rather paternalistic and authoritarian than liberal and democratic. \(^{31}\) But many of us still comfortably accept the Millian assumption that secrecy in voting is only instrumentally desirable. We share that assumption because, in many ways, we share Mill’s commitment to the public good as the proper standard for judging political beliefs and actions. If this paper is right, we must recognize that our duties as citizens are more complex than this ideal of politics implies, and that protection for privacy is central, and essential, to democratic citizenship and politics. \(^{32}\)
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\(^{1}\) For the purposes of simplicity, I will hereafter refer to Considerations on Representative Government as CORG. All page numbers are to the Everyman edition, edited by H. B. Acton, which also contains his essays Utilitarianism and On Liberty. I have the 1984 edition.

\(^{2}\) I had originally thought that Mill’s use of the masculine pronoun simply indicated the fact that women did not have votes in his day. However, Mill’s discussion of votes for women in the last pages of chapter 8, (p.314 in the everyman edition), suggests otherwise. He says, ‘in the preceding argument...I have taken no account of difference of sex’, although the preceding argument, like the rest of the book, refers to voters as men and as ‘he’.
Mill believes that ‘the spirit of vote by ballot – the interpretation likely too be put on it in the mind of an elector – is that the suffrage is given to him for himself; for his particular use and benefit, and not as a trust for the public’ (324).

In fact, the report of the Power Inquiry cites a survey that found 74% of the British population believed it was a duty to vote; although this diminished to 61% among 25 – 34 year olds, and to 58% for 18 – 24 year olds. (Report, p. 58.) They are referring to a MORI report of 2003 called ‘Public Opinion and the 2004 Elections’, and refer to the following website:


This interpretation is supported by Nadia Urbinati’s discussion of Mill’s views on the secret ballot in her Mill on Democracy: From the Athenian Polis to Representative Government, (Chicago, Ill; 2002), pp.104-122. I am generally sympathetic to her interpretation of Mill. However, I think she tends to elide republican and democratic ideas in ways that are problematic. It is not that the former have not deeply influenced the latter. It is rather that republican ideas are not intrinsically democratic, anymore than are liberal ideas, however influential the latter on democratic conceptions of politics.


The passage continues, ‘If he is compelled to pay, if he may be compelled to fight, if he is required implicitly to obey, he should be legally entitled to be told what for; to have his consent asked, and his opinion counted at its worth, though not a more than its worth. There ought to be no pariahs in a full-grown and civilized nation; no persons disqualified, except through their own default….No arrangement of the suffrage, therefore, can be permanently satisfactory in which any person or class is peremptorily excluded; in which the electoral privilege is not open to all persons of full age who desire to obtain it’. (302-3). Mill believes that people should be able to ‘read, write and, I will add, perform the common operations of arithmetic’ in order to vote. (303) However, he seems to have thought - unrealistically - that after the first few years of operation, this demand would only exclude those who did not really care to vote. (304).
Nadia Urbinati says of Mill’s arguments, ‘while objectionable from a liberal point of view, they are not antidemocratic in principle’. P.107. I agree with this – we are miles away from fascist uses of compulsory publicity. Mill’s arguments seem to be intended to be compatible with democratic government and universal suffrage. However, key premises in his arguments, as here, are in tension with democratic ideas, not merely with liberal ones, and this tension illustrates some of the problems with assuming too quickly that republican and democratic ideas, whatever their affinities, are essentially the same or in harmony with each other.

In ‘Feminism and Republicanism: Is This A Plausible Alliance?’ Anne Phillips uses Mary Wollstonecraft to illustrate the problems that come from a republican concern with dependency and domination at the price of a concern with inequality itself. I think Mill’s views here reflect a similar problem: that a concern with reaching a threshold – “the ability to determine one’s own will” – leads to indifference to morally and politically significant differences in power and resources above that threshold. See Anne Phillips, ‘Feminism and Republicanism: Is This a Plausible Alliance?’ in the Journal of Political Philosophy, Vol. 8, no. 2, (2000).


In fact, as regards any individual voter, it is probably impossible for them to control or to predict the behaviour of other electors sufficiently to influence an election. If voters organize, and coordinate their actions, they may be able to have some effect on fellow voters but, by themselves, there is almost nothing that they can do to make their vote decisive or, even, of any special significance.

It is striking that Brennan and Pettit never confront this worry in their arguments for an open ballot. Moreover, they use the fact that, as individuals, voters are likely to have almost no effect on elections to reject the ‘Preference’ ideal of voting; they never consider its significance for their favoured view – the ‘Judgement’ ideal. See Geoffrey Brennan and Philip Pettit, ‘Unveiling the Vote’ in the British Journal of Political Science, Vol. 20, No. 32, (July, 1990), 331-333. The argument against the preference ideal of voting is at p. 321.

For what appears to be a counter-example, see his comments on p. 315 quoted below, about the reasons why ‘Men, as well as women…need political rights’. 
Mill makes the point at the beginning of ch. 3 in *On Liberty*, ‘...opinions lose their immunity when the circumstances in which they are expressed are such as to constitute their expression a positive instigation to some mischievous act’. J. S. Mill, *On Liberty*, ch. 3, p. 53, (Indianapolis, 1978).


Nadia Urbinati notes, ‘there is no necessary connection between voting as a duty and the open ballot. The public good argument can justify voting as a duty, but does not in itself authorize openness…Similarly, the secret ballot does not prevent citizens from pursuing a collective search for solutions. It does not compromise their ability to discuss and understand the public good. It simply marks a distinction between deliberation and decision, and ensures that the latter is the outcome of the individual’s autonomous judgment’. (p.112-3).

Nadia Urbinati has an interesting discussion of the contrasts between James Mill and Rousseau’s views on how individual wills and general wills are to be aligned. Both favoured secret voting. Urbinati notes that ‘Without postulating an autonomous public reason, the elder Mill could not explain how a disinterested vote could spring from a vote that was supposed to further individual interest. His son used publicity to fill this gap, and so preferred the open ballot’ (108). However, if I’m right, we here see that some sleight-of-hand, as well as hopes for publicity, were required to align private and public interest in John Stuart Mill’s views, too. So, while I’m sympathetic to Urbinati’s claim that “in arguing on behalf of the open ballot, Mill got at what is a significant problem of representative democracy – the inherent tension between private and public interests” (104), I tend to think that his case for open voting suffered from these problems quite as much as it reflected on them.

Urbinati does not discuss this passage in her book. Instead, she discusses Mill’s dispute with Henry Romilly, in 1865. She notes that Mill, rightly, took issue with Romilly’s effort to assimilate membership in a state to membership in a club, by treating them both as voluntary. Moreover, she claims, that Mill thought
voting in clubs should be secret because ‘all members of a club are perfectly equal in relation to the requirements of membership’. Given the fact that their interests are similar, they have no need to consult the interests or desires of other people. Consequently, ‘when they are asked to vote, they only have to listen to their personal preferences’. She comments, ‘when electors are not perfectly equal, the secret ballot is pernicious because it does not oblige them to consider the interests of others and even encourages them to seek personal or class convenience. This shows how Mill understood suffrage principally in terms of its potential impacts on the community’. (PP. 118-9, emphasis in the text). But, this seems to ignore the realities that Mill is, clearly, assuming: that it is aristocrats who expect to hold workers to account, and therefore misses the fact that the class legislation Mill seems to be envisaging is all in one direction. That makes Mill’s case against secrecy here much more troubling than Urbinati suggests.

21 Brennan and Pettit admit that the pressure created by open voting ‘may be unpleasant, and certainly will be for those untutored in saying where they stand….Under current institutions, political parties and their activists enjoy a monopoly of legitimacy in approaching voters and seeking to influence their vote. Under the regime we propose, a thousand voices would take the place of this single sort of intervention. The atmosphere might be bracing, but it would not be unhealthy’ (332). I wish I could feel as confident that divisions of class, sex, race and religion would be consistent with the seeming democracy of questioning that Brennan and Petit here envisage.

22 For an eloquent statement of this idea, see John Rawls on fair equality of opportunity in A Theory of Justice, (Cambridge MA. 1971 ) Part 1, section 14, p. 84. In this passage, Rawls refers to ‘the realisation of self which comes from a skillful and devoted exercise of social duties”. Rawls calls this ‘one of the main forms of human good’. Rawls’ ideas, here, suggest one reason why democracies might hope to reconcile public and private interest – that we can get personal satisfaction from fulfilling public duties. Rawls’ reasoning seems liberal quite as much as republican, in part because he is not simply concerned with political duties.

23 For an example of a controversial exception to general rules on the education of children, see Wisconsin v. Yoder, 406 U.S. 205 (1972). Mill’s views on the education of children, set out in ch. 5 of On Liberty, obviously concern more basic education, and seem predominantly concerned with the quality, rather than the quantity, of education. It seems likely that Mill would have deplored a system where compulsory
education was set in terms of the age at which one might leave school, rather than the quality of education achieved. So, it is possible that Mill would have been open to the possibility that Amish children could leave school earlier, provided that they had comparable educational attainments to other children. For Mill’s views, see *On Liberty*, ch. 5, pp. 103-106, Hacket edition.

24 I suppose that, strictly speaking, this is not voting based on personal, *rather than*, public duties, as the latter are insufficient for us to determine our vote. Still, the essential point is that *we would* be entitled to vote on private duties in these circumstances, whereas Mill supposes that the only think that should determine our vote is the public interest.

25 It’s not clear what Brennan and Pettit would make of this argument. On the one hand they say, ‘To vote in a discursively defensible manner is to vote in such a way that you are able to argue with others, at least to the extent that they are in a similar position, that they should follow the same path. It is to be able to represent your vote as a universalizable act: an act which is right, not just for you, but for anyone in the same sort of circumstances’. This would seem to be consistent with the idea that private duties may, occasionally, be determinative. On the other hand, they say on the same page that you should vote on ‘considerations of the common good. They must bear, if not on matters of general welfare, at least on matters that all can recognize as relevant and important’. (324). The trouble is that, as long as you allow for reasonable pluralism in conceptions of the good – as they seem to – it’s not at all clear that people will always be able to recognize each other’s duties as ‘relevant and important’.

26 For an article that has greatly influenced my views on this matter, see Jonathan Wolff, ‘Fairness, Respect, and the Egalitarian Ethos’ in *Philosophy and Public Affairs* 27 (1998), pp. 97-122. However, for a more positive attitude to shaming as an alternative to imprisonment, see Amitai Etzioni, *The Limits of Privacy*, (New York, 1999) pp.58-62.

27 In a fascinating article on political exile, Judith Shklar looks at exile or ostracism in Greek thought and practice as an example of the problem posed by exemplary individuals for democratic equality. See Judith N. Shklar, “The Bonds of Exile”, in *Political Thought, Political Thinkers*, ch. 4, a collection of her essays published posthumously and edited by Stanley Hoffman, (Chicago, 1998) pp. 61 and 66-7.

28 I had originally thought the phrase was Rawls’, but it seems originally to have been Cohen’s, used to clarify what Rawls meant by the ‘fact’ of pluralism and the burdens of reason. See Joshua Cohen, ‘Moral

29 Brennan and Pettit clearly disagree. Secret voting, they claim, ‘is a lazy option, saving voters the trouble of having to defend themselves to others…it is a modest option, allowing people to shrink from making a public statement’ (327-8). Frankly, I don’t see why people shouldn’t shrink from making a public statement, and unless voting is mandatory, I don’t see why secret voting should be lazy. It’s true, as they claim, that secret voting allows racist voting, symbolic voting, misguided voting. But the truth is, so does public voting particularly where, as with Brennan and Pettit, the concern is only to ensure that one’s family and immediate associates know anything about one’s vote. (Brennan and Pettit, 327). As these people may well share one’s prejudices, interests and inclinations, it’s not clear how beneficial their influence is likely to be. Nor is it obvious that whatever gains one might get in the quality of voting are not outweighed, from both an individual and collective perspective, by the costs to family, friendship, and to a willingness to vote on the part of those who suffer the negative consequences of public voting.

30 See, for example, Catherine MacKinnon, Feminism Unmodified: Discourses on Life and Law, (Cambridge, MA. 1987) ch. 8; and for a partly supportive, partly critical, appraisal of MacKinnon’s claims see Annabelle Lever “Must Privacy and Sexual Equality Conflict? A Philosophical Examination of Some Legal Evidence” in Social Research Vol. 67, No. 4, (Winter 2000).

31 See, for example, Anne Phillips, Engendering Democracy, (Pennsylvania, 1991) especially chapters 1 and 4.

32 This paper was presented to the J. S. Mill Bicentennial Conference at University College, London University in April 2006, and to the Department of Government, University of Essex, in June 2006. This paper was sparked by a question from David Miller, when I first mentioned Mill’s views in 2003. A question from Veronique Munoz-Darde in 2006 helped save me from a serious mistake when I finally came to write this paper last year. Albert Weale suggested relevant readings, and asked helpful questions of the resulting arguments. I am very grateful to them all. Thanks are also due to the editor and to an anonymous reviewer for their helpful suggestions.